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Editorial
Our Newsletter has a little of the ‘last minute-ish’ look this year! With two November
activities to include in our news articles! Once again we have our ‘official business’ in the
Appendices and ‘Social events’ to close our Newsletter. We have a selection of interesting
contributions to ensure that you will enjoy this Newsletter.
Once again we would reminded you that when events happen, we would appreciate it if our
members would take photographs and continue passing them on to me (Bill Atkinson) for use
in the Newsletter and to Steve Moody please, with a few written comments (if possible),. We
can then continue to publish them on the web site under ‘Past Events’ – we STILL really
need YOU TO CONTINUE sharing your news and views!
Within our selection of articles this year we have subjects from home and abroad and
covering human activity, from the Mesolithic age to the present day. Following these there is
our Social section. We are enjoying another excellent Winter Programme and once again, a
big THANK YOU to Ann Ireland. Well Done!
And finally I shall say once again, if anyone has any interesting exhibits, photographs or
news, remember that you have an opportunity to share it at our ‘Members Evening’, the first
Wednesday in January 2010. Just contact Bill Atkinson on (01722) 326 978 or by email at
absbilla@aol.com and keep an Hon. Sec. happy, as well as our members attending that
evening!
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AVAS gets its geophysical surveying equipment

Mark Vincent

In October, AVAS members were able to try out the newly constructed resistivity meter at a trial day
at Gouldings Farm at Blashford, Ringwood. Thanks to the untiring efforts of Garry Brisdion, the
machine was in full working order and was handed over to AVAS along with a detailed instruction
manual.
An enthusiastic group of members turned up for the trial run with the machine on the Saturday
morning and we were soon hard at work laying out the grids and learning the techniques needed to
operate the equipment. The area chosen was a flat pasture field traversed by a number of old channels,
the survey taking place on a level site between the ditches. Thanks to Bill‟s preparation of the grid
lines, the 20m square was soon laid out and we began the survey. Variations in soil resistivity were
measured along the grid lines in the centre of each square, pinpointed to ensure it could get accurate
results to provide a good overall visual picture from the plotting program. A few operator errors were
encountered as we were all gaining experience, but we found that these glitches turn out to be
advantageous as they serve to give the operator more confidence in his or her ability to handle the
machine and we soon learned how to go back and resample readings to put things right.
After a couple of hours, all the members present had tried out the meter and the survey square had
been completed. It was hoped that we would be able to see the results immediately once the data had
been downloaded onto a laptop, but a software problem meant that the results were skewed. However
thanks to Mike Gill‟s computer skills, the data was sorted out and revealed two areas of high
resistivity within the soil in the field. The site was selected more for its suitability as a training ground
rather than for its archaeological content, but it could well produce interesting results in the future.
Quite a bonus!

It is not quite as easy as it looks!

I am really getting the hang of this now!

Now that the equipment has been tested and handed over to AVAS, it gives us the opportunity to
proceed with our non-intrusive survey work by Society members on the Romano-British site at Folds
Farm, though there are other contenders for our attention. We are all most grateful to Garry for his
efforts in creating the machine, as well as his ongoing work on a magnetometer. Thanks must also go
to Mike Gill for his work on the software which has led to a practical means of viewing the results
graphically, and for Bill‟s efforts on the grid layout and the efficient line (washing!) system to enable
the survey to be carried out efficiently and with accuracy.
Finally, thanks to all those members who came along for the training and trial of the equipment. We
can commence once some 4 person teams are commissioned and become adept at using the
equipment. So full steam ahead AVAS!
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A Mediterranean Cruise

Jan Elkins

Just the thought of this holiday caused me great excitement. Not only was I going to have the
opportunity to set sail from the romantic city of Venice but I was also going to be given the once in a
lifetime chance to visit some of the places that I could have only dreamed of, Dubrovnik, Ephesus,
Santorini and Corfu. In fact I just couldn‟t wait for September 4th 2010 to arrive.
It was a very warm day that greeted us as we flew into Venice‟s Marco Polo airport. Our destination
being the dock where our cruise ship, „The Splendour of the Seas‟, was waiting patiently for us. Over
the next seven days we would be sailing on a voyage of discovery and we couldn‟t wait.
Unfortunately time did not allow us to explore the romantic city of Venice with its famous canals and
places of interest but the views we had from high up on the ship were magical and they awoke our
imaginations as we sailed past them in the early evening sunshine.
After sailing through the night along the eastern coastline of the Adriatic Sea we made our way to our
first port of call, Dubrovnik, which is situated on the southern most section of Croatia. Dubrovnik,
originally called Ragusa, was created in the 7th century when Greek and Roman refugees took shelter
there from brutal barbarian invasions. Walls were quickly built to protect the inhabitants and over the
centuries it became increasingly prosperous. George Bernard Shaw called it "the pearl of the Adriatic"
because of its amazing architecture.
As it was very easy to access the city using the ship‟s shuttle buses we decided to use that mode of
transport and explore Dubrovnik on our own. We didn‟t have much previous knowledge of the walled
city but had seen it on the television when the Serbian and Montenegrin gunners had shelled it in
December 1991.
The journey itself did not take long and before we knew it the winding road was curving its way
around the massive city walls that stood up before us tall and proud. The sheer height of them amazed
us and we couldn‟t wait to see for ourselves what was on the other side. The shuttle bus dropped us
off in front of the Pile Gate where, just a short walk away, we could see Fort Lovrjenac jutting out to
sea. This was just a taster for us. As we excitedly made our way into the city we were stunned by the
sheer splendour that opened up before our very eyes. It seemed too good to be real. Ahead of us was
the main street, the Stradun, to the side was the circular Onofrio Fountain and behind that the former
convent of St Claire.
With the sun beating down on our backs we decided that a walk around the wall was a must so after
purchasing our tickets we ascended the fifty steps to the top. We discovered that the wall dated back
to the 13th century and encircled the entire old town. Its circumference was more than 1.5 miles and it
varied between 3 – 19 feet in thickness. As we walked along the walls we marvelled at the carpet of
rose coloured tiles, the marble paved squares, the cobbled streets, the churches, palaces, fountains and
museums all cut neatly from the same light coloured stone. It was breathtakingly beautiful and we
could hardly believe that a lot of it had been destroyed in the war, as the restoration work was
outstanding. This was a place we would definitely like to visit again.
Day three was spent at sea sailing down the coastline to our next destination, Kusadasi in Turkey. It
was from there we were planning to explore the magnificent ruins of the ancient city of Ephesus.
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I couldn‟t wait. Rather than do this trip under our own steam we booked up on an organised shore
excursion entitled "The Ultimate Ephesus." This would not only take us around the city but would
also take us to see the "Terraced Houses" which were apparently a museum in their own right and not
to be missed.

Aqueduct in Dubrovnik

The Library in Ephesus

The journey to Ephesus through the verdant countryside was quite relaxing and along the way our
guide pointed out the relevant places of interest. As we neared the ancient city we could see several
fragmented stonewalls sticking out of the hillside like giant teeth. This was just a taster of what we
were about to see. Ephesus was built on a small hill with its entrance located at the top and the exit at
the bottom. The Ionians founded it in the 11th century BC, then it was conquered by Alexander the
Great and later ruled by the Romans. At its height it was the leading seaport of Asia Minor, but as the
River Kaystros silted up, it left the port far inland and so began the demise of the city.
On arrival at the Exterior Gate of Ephesus we left the coach and joined the milling crowds trying to
gain access through the narrow turnstiles. This was a challenge on its own and we learnt some very
interesting language! Eventually, once inside, we rejoined our guide and then our adventure began.
Straight away I was amazed by all of the artefacts that lay scattered on the ground. I had never seen so
many fragments of tile and pottery in my life and found myself being quietly distracted by them
throughout the whole tour. It was an archaeologist‟s dream!
Our tour started off in the Open Air Museum of Ephesus and then passed by the Magnesia Gate to the
administrative section. We saw the Odeon, the Fountain of Trajan, the steam baths of Scholastica and
the Temple of Hadrian. That ruin particularly interested me as I had visited Hadrian‟s Wall a couple
of years ago.
Opposite the temple, located on the slopes of the Bulbul Mountain were the terraced houses also
known as "the houses of the wealthy." They had belonged to the important and prominent people of
Ephesus and gave a clear idea of how the Ephesians used to live. Walking under the covers of this
area was like walking into another world. From the outside the houses looked quite plain and boring
but once inside we could see that they were built to the highest standard having both hot and cold
water and adorned with the most stunning mosaics and frescoes. They were very well preserved and
some of them were still under reconstruction with pieces laid out on surfaces like giant jigsaw
puzzles.
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From the terraced houses we continued on our journey seeing the library of Celsius, adorned with its
columns and statues, then the grand amphitheatre where apparently St Paul once preached. This
theatre is the largest one in antiquity with a capacity of 24,000 seats. Luckily not many of the tourists
seemed to want to visit it so we had the place nearly to ourselves. Next we saw the few remaining
columns of the Temple of Artemis that in its prime boasted of having 127 columns and is one of the
Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. We also saw the Column Street that went down to the harbour,
but of course today there is no sign of any water. Our tour ended in the grounds that Mark Anthony
and Cleopatra rode in procession. After walking down the Arcadian Way we returned to our awaiting
coach. We had found thisa fantastic excursion even under the very hot summer sun but be warned it
can be „cram packed‟ with other cruise tourists. Of course my favourite place was the terraced houses
because they gave an amazing „through the keyhole‟ experience of how the Romans lived. It was
almost like going back in time.

Library details

The amphitheatre

A Roman Des. Res.
Kerkikera Venetian Fortress
Our next port of call was the Greek island of Santorini and as we approached the island we could see
the famous whitewashed cliff-top villages emerging from the darkness as the dawn slowly approached
and the early morning sunshine spread its fingers over the land. The centre of this island sunk into the
sea in approximately 1450BC when it went from being a circular volcano to the shape of the crescentformed islands that are seen today. It presents an amazing sight of a volcanic crater partially
submerged in the sea. Of the island it is said, „This natural wonder is a vestige of what was probably
the biggest volcanic eruption in history, believed by some to have caused the disappearance of
Atlantis.‟ As our ship sailed past the still active part of the volcano, Nea Kameni a small island in its
own right, it made me realise that this volcano was still very much alive. The most recent earthquake
happened in 1956, when it caused great fear in the residents and lead to massive destruction on the
island.
With no port to dock at we left the ship on a shuttle boat and then boarded a waiting coach that carried
us up 800 feet to the top of the caldera. From there we had the most magnificent views of the volcanic
inlet of Santorini Bay. It was beautiful and the sea sparkled in the sunlight.
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Our excursion today was a tour around the island taking in the village of Oia, a winery and then
finally the village of Fira where we would catch the cable cars back down to the shuttle boats again.
Oia is found at the northern tip of the island. It has a small fishing community and is the island‟s third
port. It is perched on a craggy cliff and has many narrow stone-cobbled pathways that are littered with
small cafes, gift shops and beautiful blue domed roofs. From here you can see the amazing panoramic
views of the cliffs and nearby small islands. This is well worth a visit and is very photogenic. After
our visit there we continued to the winery where we were able to sample three types of wine (as often
as we wanted!) and then we drove on to the hilltop village of Fira. This was again very busy (must
have been something to do with all of the other cruise ships that were following us!) so we decided to
explore the narrow streets before queuing for the cable cars for our return to the ship. We left
Santorini just before sunset and began sailing towards Corfu, which would be our last port of call
before returning to Venice.
We didn‟t arrive at Corfu until about 1.00pm the following day. As we didn‟t have long at this
destination we decided to make our own way into the Corfu town of Kerkira using the shuttle bus. (If
we had known how close it was we would have walked!) Kerkira is the seaport capital of the island
and has remnants of the civilisations that have been a part of its history. There are Byzantine
churches, Venetian fortresses and monuments, houses built in the French style and others that are built
in the English Georgian architectural style. There is even an English cricket pitch that is still in use
today. The modern side of the town has wide avenues and large squares, but the old town is a picture
of narrow streets, tall houses, small squares and old churches with high towers and dangling bells.
Most of our time was spent exploring the old town‟s wonderful array of shops so unfortunately we did
not have time to visit the two forts that stood up so high above us, but we did manage to walk beside
their towering walls and get a feel of how they had managed to protect the town from the threat of
invaders arriving by sea. Just out of interest, the Old Fort is Venetian. The New Fort was constructed
between 1576 and 1588 being built to protect the town from the Turkish fleet of the Ottoman Empire.
Sadly our time in Corfu eventually drew to a close and as the sun began to disappear over the horizon
we set sail again towards Venice. Our last full day on the ship was spent at sea and instead of the
glorious sunshine that we had enjoyed from the outset of our cruise the sky gradually clouded over
and the threatened thunderstorms arrived. The sea turned into a boiling cauldron and the wind howled
along the open decks. The scene was spectacular but I wasn‟t able to linger long for fear of being
blown off of my feet.
Just before sunrise the next morning we gently sailed back into Venice with heavy hearts. The holiday
had gone beyond our expectations and had opened up a whole new world to us. Yes, it may have been
the end of this adventure but hopefully it was only the beginning of many more to come.
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A day visit to Sedgemoor.

Mark Vincent

While escorting a friend to Somerset for a Health and Safety course at Street, the opportunity arose to
visit the site of the battle of Sedgemoor, which indirectly played a memorable part in the history of the
Ringwood area. While most of us know the local stories relating to the Monmouth Rebellion, it was
interesting to see the site of the battle for the first time as it has always been a rather abstract concept.
The area is well signposted and accessible so it is possible to obtain a good view of the site although
the landscape has changed somewhat over the intervening years.
The aftermath of the battle, which took place in 1685, saw the capture of the Duke of Monmouth near
Horton and also the arrest of Alice Lisle of Moyles Court, who was found guilty of harbouring rebel
fugitives. The West Country would remember for centuries, the cruel revenge of Judge Jefferies who
tried many of the rebels at the Bloody Assizes.
The rebellion came about as a result of the accession to the throne (on 6 th February 1685) of Charles
II‟s unpopular brother James II who was widely considered to be a papist. The Duke of Monmouth
and 82 of his followers set out from The Hague in Holland with the aim of overthrowing the King and
returning England to Protestant rule. Following their landing at Lyme Regis on 11th June 1685, the
rebels began to gather more men from the ranks of non-conformists, farm workers and artisans, and
the Duke was crowned at Chard and Taunton while a number of skirmishes with Royalist forces took
place on the way to Bristol, the capture of which was seen as critical to the rebel cause.
By 6th July, a well equipped Royal army had caught up with the rebels near Bridgewater and the
Duke‟s men, now numbering 6,000 moved out into the marshes of the Somerset levels near the village
of Westonzoyland The Duke planned to launch a surprise night-time attack on the King‟s forces
camping near the village, but a shot was discharged at a Royalist patrol and the element of surprise
was lost. The rebels had to find a crossing or “plungeon” across a drainage channel known as the
Bussex Rhyne to enter the enemy camp, but the guide became confused in the dark. Soon, the King‟s
army had organized themselves and launched a counter attack across the Rhyne. The rebel cavalry
fled, leaving the foot soldiers to be pursued by the King‟s horsemen. Many of the rebels were cut
down as they hid in the corn fields near the neighbouring village of Chedzoy.
A visit to the site today is a very moving experience. Just a few hundred yards away lies a reminder of
a later conflict, the site of RAF Westonzoyland airfield, which is worthy of an inspection in its own
right. The area of Sedgemoor around Westonzoyland has been drained since 1685 and what was
rough marshy grazing now consists of regular grass fields. As the village was on the edge of the
Levels, it was surrounded by low hills giving a slightly more undulating backdrop than might be
expected. Walking out from the village towards the battlefield, one crosses the site of the Royalist
camp where 6 Royal regiments and the artillery train were drawn up, and, by following cattle drove
tracks, the line of the critical Bussex Rhyne is crossed. This is now little more than a slight undulation
in a pasture, rather than the deep watercourse it formed in the wet summer of 1685, although a section
has been planted with willows to show the line of the obstruction. A few yards further on, the more
modern memorial is situated by the side of the drove track. This marks the site of the defeat of the
rebel army and bears a suitable inscription, telling us that 200 bodies lie buried in a mass grave nearby
in the little pasture. Not surprisingly in the light of our subsequent history, the local memorials and
explanatory boards tend to side with the rebel cause.
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On returning to Westonzoyland village, a visit to the church is a must. After the battle, many of the
rebels were locked up in the church. During the course of the night, several died of their wounds
inside, while 22 were executed outside on the following morning. One or two managed to escape in
the dark through the vestry door. It was said that every cross roads in Somerset displayed a rebel body
strung up as a warning to others.
The Duke of Monmouth fled from the battlefield and attempted to make his way to the South Coast in
order to return to Holland. The Royal Navy had captured his ships, thus cutting off his own means of
escape, so presumably he was aiming to hire a small boat at Christchurch, Lymington or Poole.
Galloping away on horseback, he eventually came to the Woodyates Inn on the road from Salisbury to
Blandford. This was once a famous coaching inn, but the building was demolished in the 1960s and
the site is now a crescent of bungalows at an unremarkable road junction. The Duke‟s party loosed
their horses and continued on foot disguised as shepherds in order to look less conspicuous to the
Royal cavalry patrols that were combing the area. Interestingly, legend has it that the Duke‟s ornate
sword was later found hidden in the thatch of the old inn, and it served for many years as a prop of the
local mummers.
Still heading south, the Duke was eventually captured on the 8th July hiding in a pea field near Horton.
The Monmouth‟s Ash pub was named after the infamous tree where he was found, but it is sited a
long way from the actual spot which was thought to be down the present day Slough Lane on the
Ringwood side of Drusilla‟s Inn.
After his capture, the Duke was taken to Ringwood where his imprisonment in a house in West Street
is well known, a plaque on the wall telling the story. The surviving letter he wrote from Ringwood, in
which he begs for his life, is said to have been written here. However, it is said that he was taken for
interrogation to the vicarage, which stood near the church and was demolished in 1930 when the first
by-pass was constructed. The former garden of the vicarage seems to have extended down to the river
and now forms part of the overgrown area to the North of the A31 where the Salisbury Road sliproad
leaves the main A31. Many years ago when the modern flyover was constructed, a detector survey
produced a number of interesting finds including a 1674 farthing, which could well have lain there
since the time of the Rebellion. Various reminders of the former vicarage garden were still visible
recently including wrought iron fence panels and a number of old garden trees.
Needless to say, Monmouth‟s pleading was in vain and he was executed in London on July 15th 1685
after a particularly botched beheading by Jack Ketch. All in all, a visit to Sedgemoor and a return
journey in the footsteps of the Duke of Monmouth is highly recommended. While individual aspects
of the story are well known, it was most enlightening to see the battlefield and tie it to the more local
sites over the course of a short excursion.

Westonzoyland village church

Battlefield site memorial
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Days at the museum in Salisbury

Bill Atkinson

AVAS has had two visits to the Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum this year. As it is the 150 th.
Anniversary of the museum we were asked to put on a display of the society‟s work, which we were
pleased to do. So, on the 19th June, a good day for weather, though a little windy, we borrowed some
tables from the museum and set out „our stall‟ with a good representation of what we are about as a
society. We had a stream of visitors going through our gazebo as it straddling the way to the
children‟s activity area and so were able to talk with quite a number of them. In the afternoon we
were right next to the car park and so had a grandstand view of the Morris Men putting on their
displays.

Following the successful day, the Director Mr. Adrian Green, asked if AVAS would be able to do an
investigative „dig‟ in the museum grounds as a geophysical survey had produced extremely worrying
results (which turned out to be through too much „activity‟ in the ground comprising electrical cables,
water supplies, drains and possibly archaeology) so digging was the only way forward. We agreed
and a site at the rear of the museum was selected for a trench with two aims in mind. The first being;
what is there, the second; would anything found prevent a possible extension to the Pitt-Rivers
Gallery, or make it difficult.
On the 13th July we commenced on what we dubbed our own „Time Team‟ dig (as we had only three
days to do it!) and we broke the ground on quite a „roller coaster‟ task which required much energy,
some intuition and a lot of imaginative interpretation. Our team was small, but the trench was only
three by one metres which limited digging access. In addition a small metre square environmental
trench was set out close by. The latter proved a bit of a fiasco as it was right on top of a mid 20 th
century builders rubbish pit. However, it gave us some useful finds in the cover soil which had
probably come from the earlier extension building site of the 1950s.
The main trench was a sealed treasure trove of information as the soil matrix contained the root
structure of a felled copper beech tree planted in the early 19th century about three decades ago in the
time of the previous Museum Director, Peter Saunders and had been a giant. (So much for our initial
guess that it was an oak tree planted fifty years earlier!). The finds were of much interest in that we
are able to date the original garden landscaping (for that was what it was) to the early 17th century.
A full range of artefacts were recovered which spanned the period from early medieval times to the
20th century comprising samples of building materials, demolition debris, household breakages and
the remains of kitchen waste.
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We have produced an excavation report, already submitted to the Museum Director, and available
from our AVAS Library. I shall restrict the narrative of our dig in this article as we are going to give
a far fuller account during Members Evening in January. Our efforts were very well received and
Adrian Green suggested that we may wish to do a further dig next July!
The culmination of our efforts was the Festival of British Archaeology on Saturday 17 th July 2010,
when about a thousand visitors came to the museum. It seemed that most of them swarmed round to
us to see the trench and our finds!

We have two photographs of „firsts‟. On the left is David Whetton who was taking part in his first dig
( I think he has got the bug!) and Phil Harding taking a look at the finds table from our trench on the
open day.

Immediately above we have captured one of our young archaeologists in our exhibition gazebo (he
gave a useful hand in opening the trench) and to the right, a thoughtful member of the public taking an
appropriate interest in some of AVAS‟s achievements.
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Small Spread of Late Neolithic Flint

Stephen Moody

I was invited recently by Mark to have a look at one of his fields that he had recently disc harrowed,
sited on the last terrace before the Avon Valley water meadows flood plain. Christine and I walked
the small field in lines five metres apart on a dull day when visibility was very good. Despite there
being very little in the way of pottery or glass, it soon became apparent that there was a sparse spread
of struck flint in many areas within the field with a larger concentration to the southwest and finer
flakes of an earlier industry to the west where the soil becomes sandy at the edge of the terrace.
I returned the following day to walk the areas of concentrated flint spread to the south west of the
field and recovered a reasonable quantity of struck material, much of which was retouched and
included several flint tool types.
On washing and examination of this small assemblage it appears that apart from the older flakes from
the terrace edge, which are probably of a late Mesolithic date, the majority are of Neolithic origin and
from a later date within that period, possibly verging on the Bronze Age.
The scrapers are relatively small and irregular though tending more towards a later thumb-nail type
(Bronze Age) rather than the large heavy Neolithic form. One tool that has been nicely crafted is a
combination notch/scraper on a fine flake. Scrapers were used mainly for the removal of fats from the
back of animal skins during hide preparation, but they could have equally been used in bone and
timber craft as well.
Two Fabricators used in tool production are evident showing little in the way of crushing or polishing
on the ends meaning that they were not used to any great degree. When fabricators are used
extensively the end gets crushed with tiny flakes being detached in the process. Eventually the area of
crushing becomes smooth and polished.

Example of fabricators

Small hand axe

A very small axe head, roughly knapped and retouched is a crude implement that relied more upon a
fortuitously shaped flake form than the knappers skill in shaping the material. Very small axes are not
uncommon and were probably mounted in a socket of bone or antler before being hafted. Again it is
not inconceivable that these too were used in carpentry.

Several notched tools and non-descript flake tools with retouch and utilisation are amongst the waste
flakes. The notched tools were possibly used to fashion bone, antler and timber such as for arrow
shafts, needles and points and the other well used flakes could have had a number of possible cutting
and scraping uses.
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Made on a flint nodule is a hammerstone that appears to have been used as a palm held item with the
crushed area lying alongside the thumb rather than the more typical end crushed area of a
hammerstone. Hammerstones were used in the initial reduction of cores to form flint tools before a
softer hammer such as an antler or bone was used to produce a finer flake. They are also associated
with quern production where they would have been used to crush and pommel the grinding surface of
gritty stone slabs into shape to create the stones for grinding corn.
A proportionately high number of awls/drills were recovered. Of the eight tools, there are three heavy
drill types with fashioned points capable of activities akin to drilling wood. The others have more
delicate points that would have been better for leather or bone working. All are functional rather than
skillfully made tools reflecting their utilitarian use.
Two arrowhead blanks or roughouts are present. One tertiary flake has been retouched to form a thin
blank. An attempt has been made to reduce the thickness of the flake at the thick end, the bulbar end,
with an intrusive flake to the bulb. The other piece may be a small laurel leaf point or a leaf shaped
arrowhead blank. Leaf shaped arrowhead types first appeared in the Early Neolithic but persisted into
the later period. The flake has little in the way of the intrusive retouch that would be expected on such
an item but does however have retouch around its entire circumference and has the thick bulbar end
removed completely and retouched.

Drills and awls

Arrowhead and blanks

Unlike pointed arrowheads, transverse and chisel type arrowheads were used not just as a projectile to
pierce flesh but one that would slice into the flesh and inflict as much damage to the underlying tissue,
muscle and tendons as possible; a very useful tool when attempting to bring down an animal or bird in
flight.
The transverse arrowhead with its single barb was evidently made in the „tortoise‟ or Levallois core
tradition. A core was fashioned in a way that enabled a flake to be struck that produced an almost
finished item and only required a minimum of retouch to finish it. The cores when finished resemble a
tortoise shell and are usually found with the centre missing where the flake has been removed. These
cores are found in large numbers in areas such as coastal Yorkshire, parts of Wessex and the Thames
Valley and as many were undoubtedly used to create knives; others were associated with arrow
production. They are closely related to Grooved ware pottery and Peterborough ware and are to be
found in henge monuments such as Durrington Walls in Wiltshire (Mark Edmonds 1995). This places
the arrowhead, and much of the other material supports this, firmly in the Late Neolithic period.
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Amerindian hunter gatherers

Bill Atkinson

“Who are these?” you may ask. In Canadian „PC‟ speak we mean Red Indians or the First Nations,
who comprise many and various tribes, populating most of the North Americas. On a recent visit to
British Columbia and Calgary, I came across quite a bit of information about two groups of them.
These were the Shuswap Indians of the Rockies Plateau and the Stoney Indians of the Plains.
To add a little background, an America wide culture, much like the Celtic Druidical culture in
Northern Europe still exists. These cultural values were/are rather at odds with what we take for
granted as our own. They consider all land to be common property, but cultural knowledge is private
and privileged, whilst gold and silver were not considered of value, but beautiful trinkets have a
spiritual value, as indeed does their wider environment.
This is illustrated by the explaining to trees, plants and animals that they need these material and they
take just what they require and often leave a small material offering as a form of thanks. The Inuit
were able to hunt whales from early times but they always wore their best outfits on these expeditions,
as not to do so was disrespectful to the whales!
The forces that shaped the differences between the tribes across the whole of the continent were
environment, food sources, population pressure and the introduction of new technologies from outside
contacts. Trade links within the continent have existed from the very earliest times, as they did in preRoman Europe. Jade, which we associate with China, was found in the Rockies and traded to China.
Within the continent there was extensive trade in furs, horses, obsidian, silica and copper.
With European contact there was an intensification of the fur trade in exchange for iron tools, guns,
liquor, cloth and fancy goods. This introduced materialism to many tribes and also the
monopolisation of rights to use trade routes which were jealously guarded and defended against all
comers. Population pressures also gave rise to land rights, quite a departure from the existing cultural
norms. Greater power and wealth gave rise in some tribes to class stratification, not dissimilar to that
of Mycenae Greece, with raids on neighbouring tribes for goods and slaves. The parallels with
European pre-history are quite striking and I would suggest spring from our common humanity.
The main areas that I want to draw attention to are the differences between the Shuswap and the
Stoney Amerindians. The Shuswap live in the mountainous areas of the Rockies with little or no
chance of taking up agriculture, but lavish resources of food from the salmon, elk, moose, bears and
the plus food materials from the forests. The result is that in earlier times they led a more static life
style with fixed camps within the broad territories they roamed seasonally, as dictated by the food
sources becoming available.
For the Plains peoples, their livelihoods depended upon the buffalo herds which migrated with the
seasons and the Stoney Amerindians had to be constantly mobile, except in winter, to keep up with
them. This meant that all their belongings had to be portable, including preserved food for winter;
hence they produced pemmican from air dried meat with wild fruits and herbs. This was a most
successful and sustaining „iron ration‟ and could be traded along with buffalo hides and other products
from their hunting.
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The technology of the Shuswap is however more interesting to us in that they developed techniques
for food preservation and storage in an environment not too dissimilar to that in Britain, though
somewhat more extreme in winter! They preserved fish, shell fish and meat by air drying or smoking;
berries and nuts by drying and keeping in woven or wooden containers. Inland they stored food in
pits with protection against bears and other natural scavengers, though in the coastal regions they
constructed wooden lodges which afforded good storage locations, though these were confined to the
areas of the coastal cedar forests, which have much better timber resources for building and
woodworking.
Now let us look at some reconstructed examples of storage which have been made by Shuswap
Indians who have had personal experience of using these techniques themselves.
This is an air drying frame with salmon fillets
and strips of meat being prepared for storage.
Below there is another frame for the smoking of
strips of meat or fish. Each of these are made
simply from natural material that are
immediately at hand.
Below the smoking frame is a small food storage
pit lined with pine logs and covered with green
juniper branch cuttings which help to keep the
food away from the walls and so keep it dry but
also mask the smell of food as they are aromatic.
The pit is then covered by pine logs, more
juniper branches and finally earth. This will
keep bears and wolves away! The larger pit
below that will keep larger quantities safe and
can then be reused for the tanning of skins, but
that is another saga!
It is a central part of the culture that the
environment is to be respected and anything that
can be reused should be and resources should be
used at a sustainable rate. Anything which goes
out of use is then closed and a token gift is given
back to the earth in thanks. When we look at the
pits at Danebury Hill Fort and other sites, we
note that artefacts have been found in these.
Could it be that the same principles are at work
in our own pre-historic cultures?
It should also be noted that the Stoney people are
so called because they cooked by putting hot
volcanic rocks from the fire in leather cooking
pots suspended from a wooden tripod. There are
no boiling mounds to be found here as the rocks
are reused as they do not shatter like flint.
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Talking with a number of Amerindians it became
apparent that the culture was all embracing in that
governance, social relations, religion, customs and
technology are all seamlessly connected. This has
even survived the conversion to Christianity in the
Stoney community, though large scale problems
have afflicted members of all tribes with the
breakdown of economic systems and the
exposition to a materialistic society which gave
rise to social breakdown and alcoholism for many
individuals. The same story seems to apply to the
Gauls on their conquest by the Romans!
The photograph to the left is a depression in the
ground near the confluence of the Thomson and
Clearwater rivers in the North Thomson
Provincial National Park which is all that
remains of a pit for food storage, and in this case
probably salmon!
Below this is an exhibit in the Victoria Museum
BC showing a kekuli (a sunken house) very
similar to a European grubenhaus which was the
winter quarters for a family and in the area of
Lilleot BC there are a number of sites where
there are many pit houses. The final photograph
is of the remains of a kekuli found close to the
storage pit above. It would have been about two
metres deep, when in use with a timber roof
covered by pine branches and earth to give
protection from the cold and could accommodate
as many as twenty people.
These pictures show something of the world in
which I was able to penetrate, if only a little.
The lessons which I draw from the experience of
looking in museums, „Interpretive Sites‟, talking
to First Nations people and observing some of
the old life style which is gradually fading into
the landscape, is that we need to interpret other
cultures only when we have looked into them a
little. In looking at archaeological sites we
should seek to find other parallel living cultures
to inform us, rather than look at them solely
through our own contemporary eyes.
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Social events, past and future

Nigel Morris

Members of AVAS have had two really good social events plus two really good walks to work off the
effects! Our first event in February was a return to the Old Vicarage Restaurant for our annual dinner
which was attended by twenty five members and The Carvery provided an ample meal which
everybody enjoyed.
On 3rd. July we made a welcome return to be guests of Mark to enjoy a wonderful evening in a superb
location by the river and we all enjoyed the excellent weather with views to match. A record number
of members for this event will, I am sure, wish to join me in giving many thanks to Ann Ireland and
her sister for providing some very nice sweets!! And also to Bill, our Chief Chef, for all his work,
John Pemberton for bringing along his barbeque grill, not forgetting Mark who provided us with all
the good things to put upon it. A most popular event, so thank you again Mark from us all.
We have Henry Coles to thank for our evening walk on the 3rd August in the steps of Heyward
Sumner around Fritham. The weather was kind and we had superb, distant views of Woodgreen and a
site reputed to be where he painted one of his famous landscapes. The commentary we were given
was first class throughout the walk which only served to enhance our understanding and delight in the
forest on a perfect evening. The walk finished at The Royal Oak where we were able to be refreshed
and mull over our experiences before thanking our guides and wending our way home.
The second walk on the 8th September was guided by Stephen Ings, who had previously given an
excellent talk in our lecture series on the Schultz gunpowder factory at Eyeworth. We had the whole
thing brought to life again by our visit and were able to gain a further appreciation of what life there
must have been like over 100 years ago. On approaching the site we passed over the bridge and saw
the sluice gate and where the water wheel had been mounted. The sluice gate is in desperate need of
repair and we hope that something can be done about it before it is too late, but grants for maintaining
our heritage are very difficult to obtain these days!!
Now, for some things to look forward to and put in your diaries. February the 19th for 5.45 pm. at the
Old Vicarage Restaurant, Northbourne, we shall be meeting once again for our Annual AVAS Dinner
at a cost of £5 to £6 per person approximately; final details will given out later.
Sunday, 12th June 2011 is going to be the day for another Christchurch walk, starting from the Kings
Arms at 2pm., being conducted again by Sue Newman and Mike Tizzard and once more arriving at
the Harvey‟s home about 4.30pm. for cream teas! The anticipated cost is to be two pounds per
person.
On Saturday the 9th July we are invited again by Mark to a barbeque at the farm at 7pm., come rain or
shine, but we shall try to book good weather again! The cost is expected to be three pounds per
person.
In the „pipeline‟ there are plans for another walk in August 2011, but nothing is finalized yet – any
suggestions?
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APPENDIX I

Annual General Meeting
MeetingAnnual
Meeting
thirty-fifth
General Meeting of

The
the Avon Valley
h
Archaeological Society held on Wednesday 5 . May 2010 at 7.30pm.
in the Ann Rose Hall, Greyfriars Community Centre, Christchurch
Road, Ringwood, Hampshire.
The meeting was opened by the Chairman at 19-39 with thirty one members present.
1.

2.
3.

4.

Apologies: were received from Mr. J.R. Beaumont, Mr. G. Brisdion, Mr. B. Cooke, Mrs. W.
Haskell, Mr. & Mrs. A. Light, Mr. & Mrs. S. Moody, Miss H. Moore, Mrs. C. Thick, Mrs. J.
Williams.
The minutes of the last AGM held on 6th. May, 2009: Acceptance of the minutes was proposal,
seconded and accepted, „nem con‟.
Matters arising: a) The Verwood pottery
b) The August dig by the New Forest Archaeological and Historical Society
was completed with support from a number of our members.
c) Our web site is still in good shape.
d) A report from Sheffield University has been received by Mr. Tony Light
and will be circulated in due course.
Chairman‟s report. Good evening and welcome to the 35th Annual General Meeting of AVAS.
Thank you all for coming and for your support of our lectures and activities throughout the
year. The lectures over the winter have been particularly interesting and well attended and
thanks must go once again to Ann for her sterling efforts in arranging for the speakers to attend,
and of course to Bill for keeping us all on track through the year. There are a number of “spinoff” walks planned for the summer break which will be announced at the end of the meeting
The only let-down was in January, when we had to cancel the meeting due to the terrible
weather. It is surprising how a single missed meeting can have knock-on effects over the
subsequent weeks and months!
I can report that the geophysics machines are now up and running thanks to the efforts of Garry
Brisdion and Mike Gill who have been working on the hardware and the software respectively.
I should also mention the support we have received from Frank Green at the New Forest
National park authority, who has provided us with financial assistance for the project. We
recently held our first trial day with the machines at Folds Farm and managed to cover two 20m
grid squares with both sets of equipment although we had plenty of equine attention to contend
with.
Garry has emailed me the first sets of results this morning and has identified a feature on the
plots, so the work is looking promising. Hopefully, we can train up operators over the coming
months to look into a number of interesting sites which have been suggested for investigation.
We found on the day that it was just as educational to make mistakes with the machine as it was
to operate it properly, as it gave a feel for the controls and led to increased confidence in the
process. Thanks to those who have expressed an interest in taking part in the geophysics surveythe job is not too demanding and hopefully it will be possible to form a four person team
whenever a day‟s surveying is called for. We have a list of names but more helpers are always
welcome.
As well as the geophysics at Folds Farm, members have been engaged in various investigations
over the year involving such diverse subjects as musket shooting, hunting for Roman Roads and
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5.

6.

a crashed German bomber. It is the diversity of topics in both the lectures and in practical work
that makes our hobby so fascinating.
Finally, I must say a big thank you to all who have given up there time and effort on behalf of
the Society and its various functions- the library, the events, the website, the newsletter, keeping
our accounts in order and all the other activities that make AVAS tick.
Presentation of the Chairman‟s Trophy for 2009/2010. At this point, it is usual to present the
„en-towelled‟ Chairman‟s trophy to a long serving and loyal member, and this year, I feel it
should go to a lady who has consistently and quietly worked away for the Society both in the
field at Folds Farm, on the pottery, making cream teas for our days out and helping with
displays, so congratulations to Marilyn Harvey.
Hon. Treasurer‟s report: This was presented and the highlights emphasized, the details are
shown fully in Appendix II. Proposal for acceptance was made by Mr. T. Steptoe and seconded
by Mr. M. Hodges and the meeting concurred, „nem con‟.
Field Director‟s report: As Steve, our fieldwork director, is unable to be with us, I will give a
brief account of the fieldwork over the last year. Both the geophysics machines are now
working. We had an initial test on the lawns at Salisbury Museum as a preliminary to our "trial
trench" for National Archaeology Day next summer. As it turned out, the lawns had been
disturbed too much, and contained too much rubble to enable us to obtain useful results, but the
machines worked as they should. We had a brief trial session at Folds Farm before Christmas
and both the resistivity and magnetometry machines worked perfectly. More recently, we spent
a day at Folds where members were able to use the machines themselves as well as practicing
laying out the grids in small teams. The machines' performance was at least as good as the
"professional" machines we used during our initial survey work and produced excellent initial
results, reinforcing our previous investigations from 2009.

7.

Various other investigations have taken place over the year including a trip to Devon to locate a
crashed German bomber and Bill's search for the Roman Road across the Ebble Valley at
Stratford Tony. Although some probing was carried out for the road surface, this turned out to
be more difficult than anticipated as the road had been lost under more recent water-meadow
earthworks. The scale of the meadow excavations was quite remarkable and we were able to
have a look at the attractive parish church while we were there.
Finally, if anyone would like to become involved in the geophysics survey work, perhaps you
could let us know and add your name to the list as we need small teams to operate the machines
and lay out the grids.
8.

Library report: Library use by the members has continued steadily over the past year. One user
commented on the lack of choice available at the meetings. I would absolutely agree but there is
a limit to what I can carry each time. I would like to remind members of how they can use the
library to more effect and finish up with items they would specifically like to revue and loan.
Before I do that; a couple of statistics. We now have 1,303 books on inventory and a further 65
volumes are being prepared for accession in September 2010. Storage is still the ongoing
problem and having had no word from the Harbridge Church PCC for nearly two years, I have
written a courteous, short note to them, to ascertain whether they have rejected the possibility of
housing the library in their disused tower altogether or whether they have simply forgotten
about the project altogether. I had a reply from the Churchwarden who met me at the church
and talked it over, two years ago. She has forwarded my recent email to the Harbridge
incumbent and I await a response.
In addition to the books, the library has huge stocks of booklets, leaflets, periodicals, an
extensive archive, photographs and slides, CD‟s, CD-R‟s, DVD‟s, videos, reports, study notes,
drawings, postcards, a very useful collection of maps, a handling collection, - it‟s quite
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extensive. When it was started in 1988, computers were not too common. In 2010, the pressing
requirement is to get the whole inventory digitised and have it available for searches on a
laptop, at meetings and eventually installed in a library premises, if it ever materialises. Lots of
work but it is in process.
From 1988 onwards, every member was issued with an annual library list. This very soon
became impossible owing to the amount of printed paper consumed. At present, the library
booklist or index is available at each meeting and can be searched by members. Orders for
specific volumes can be notified to the librarian and arrangements made for delivery to
members. The front page of the index has a sheet of simple library rules, which in the days of
annual lists, were at the start of each members library list of books. I expect users to be
conversant with these rules and abide by them. The collections are valuable and need caring for.
Protect from rain and damp, sunlight and heat. Damage can so easily be inflicted by
unsupervised children and family pets. Do not consume food and drink near to articles and
handle with clean hands. At the inception of the library, the following rule was agreed. „Articles
will normally be loaned for one calendar month, although this period is negotiable with the
librarian. Articles overdue will deem the borrower, liable to a fine of 50 pence for each month it
is overdue.‟
By using the book list, members can identify books that they would like to borrow and they will
be brought in at the next meeting. Alternatively, enquiries and bookings can be made to the
librarian using the addressing below. Each book has an identification number on its spine. The
name of the book and author together with its publishers and year of publication is listed. A
letter „J‟ after the year denotes „suitable for younger readers‟. No reason for mature readers not
to borrow as well.
An item of news; Dennis Sloper, now deceased, was an AVAS Founder Member. Dennis was a
skilled engineer and a great archaeological researcher. His archive was left to the library and his
research into shale working has been on loan for a number of years, to Dr Eileen Wilkes of
Bournemouth University. She informs me that two students have made use of the archive
recently, for the completion of dissertations. She herself will be including one of Dennis‟s shale
photographs in a section about Iron Age shale industry, in a forthcoming book, „Book of Poole
Harbour‟. Eileen recently visited the National Museum of Wales and reports that the Caergwrle
shale bowl has been re-conserved and has been put back on display. It has been thought to
represent a Bronze Age skin-boat. Dennis fashioned a replica of this artefact and his notes and
methodology are in his archive. Mention of this replica is evident in the display in Cardiff.
Trevor Steptoe, AVAS Librarian and Archivist, 4 Wimborne Street, Cranborne, Dorset, BH21
5PP 01725 517511 t.steptoe@virgin.net
8.

National Archaeology Days 2010 AVAS has been requested by Mr. Adrian Green, Director of
the Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum to conduct an excavation at the museum for display
on the Saturday Open Day.
9.
Election of Officers All the committee members are willing to stand again and have been
seconded en block and no further nominations have been received and so all were returned „nem
con‟.
10. Any other business a) We shall be sending out an email to all member, as appropriate, to
enquire who would like to receive their copy of future by email in „PDF‟ format.
b) The Summer Programme is available at this meeting and has been
circulated and copies are on the table at the back.
c) The New Forest Archaeological and Historical Society are running a
restoration project on 12th – 13th June with the „annual dig‟ to be held at Pitts
Wood 21st – 29th August.
The meeting was closed by the Chairman at 20-40.
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APPENDIX II
AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
TRUSTEES ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2010
REGISTERED CHARITY NO: 289516
Aims and Organisation
The Society was established in 1974; it is governed by its Rules, as amended from time to time by the
members in general meeting.
The Society‟s objects are to promote the interest in and study of archaeology for the benefit of the
general public. The Society‟s principal areas of activity are the Avon Valley and surrounding areas of
South West Hampshire, East Dorset and South Wiltshire.

Trustees
The trustees who served on the Committee during the year were as follows:
M. A. Vincent

Chairman

S. J. Moody

Vice Chairman

C. W. Atkinson

Hon. Secretary

H. J. A. Hanna

Hon. Treasurer

N. Morris
J. Pemberton
Mrs M Harvey
The administration of the Society is carried out on a voluntary basis by the trustees; there are no
employees.
The trustees are elected annually by the members at the Annual General Meeting
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
TRUSTEES ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2010 (cont’d)
Activities and Achievements
During the year, the Society continued its educational activities with its programme of Winter
Lectures, the publication of the annual Newsletter, and the provision of displays in Salisbury as part
of National Archaeology Days in July. Active field work during the year has included further
geophysical survey work, backed up by a weekend of machine trenching, on part of a Romano-British
site at Folds Farm, North of Godshill, adjoining the site of previous rescue excavation work. The
Society has received grant support from the New Forest National Park Authority, and with the
agreement of the landowner, plans to undertake a thorough survey of the whole site, backed up by a
series of evaluation trenches to check the interpretation of the survey results. Meanwhile the adjoining
site and the mediaeval site at Ipley Manor are now undergoing post-excavation analysis. The post
excavation work on material from the Crystal Hollow excavation site at Godshill continues. Members
also co-operated with other local societies in undertaking survey and excavation work, notably the
New Forest History & Archaeology Group on various sites in the New Forest, and took part in
training days organised by Wessex Archaeology.

Financial Review
The day to day operating expenses of the Society were again met from the members‟ subscriptions
and meeting fees.
In addition to meeting the day to day costs of its activities, the Society is seeking to build up its
reserves in order to meet future publication costs. The trustees are satisfied that the general financial
position disclosed by the accounts for the year ended 31 March 2010 is sound.
On behalf of the Trustees
H J A Hanna FCA
Hon. Treasurer
25 April 2010
6, Cliffe Road
Barton on Sea
New Milton
Hants
BH25 7PB
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
BALANCE SHEET AT 31 MARCH 2010
Reserves
General Fund
Balance brought
forward 1 April
2009
Surplus for the year
Balance carried forward 31 March 2010
Designated Funds
Crystal Hollow Publication Fund
Folds Farm Survey
Balance brought forward 1 April 2009
Surplus for the year

2010

2009

5,659.97
721.13
6,381.10

5245.65
414.32
5,659.97

500.00

500.00

900.00
200.00

Balance carried forward 31 March 2010
Represented by:
Cash at bank

900.00
1,100.00
1,600.00
£7,981.10

900.00
1,400.00
£7,059.97

£7,981.10

£7,059.97

H.J.A. Hanna F.C.A. - Hon Treasurer
Report of the Auditors
In our opinion, these Accounts are in accordance with the books and records of
the Society and the information and explanations given to us.

A.D. Taylor F.C.A.

)
)
) Hon. Auditors
)

A. Light
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2010
General Fund

2010

Income:
Subscriptions received
Donations
Meeting fees
Bank deposit interest
Newsletter sales and advertising

2009

753.00
121.41
343.50
50.22
3.00
1,271.13

668.00
124.82
392.00
104.06
6.00
1,294.88

189.00
210.00
71.00
100.00
(20.00)
550.00
£721.13

268.50
145.00
101.00
207.45
100.00
38.61
20.00
880.56
£414.32

Note:
Expenses for the year paid after 31 March 2010, and not included above:
Room hire
128.00

27.50

Less Expenses:
Room hire - Greyfriars, Ringwood
Speakers fees and expenses
Subscriptions and affiliation fees
Library expenses
Insurance
Newsletter expenses
Secretarial expenses
Bank charges
Surplus for the year

Newsletter costs
Expenses paid in the year for the following year:
Insurance
Designated Funds
Crystal Hollow Publication Fund:
Grant from New Forest Section of Hampshire Field Club
Folds Farm Survey:
Grant from New Forest National Park
Authority
Less Expenses:
Equipment development costs

100.00
-

(207.45)

£0.00

400.00

£500.00

900.00

(200.00)

£200.00
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100.00

£900.00

APPENDIX III

AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Founded 1974
Ringwood
Hampshire
Registered Charity No.289516

May 2010

COMMITTEE
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Hon. Treasurer
Hon. Secretary
A member
A member
A member

Mark Vincent
Stephen Moody
Harold Hanna
Bill Atkinson
Marilyn Harvey
Nigel Morris
John Pemberton

01725-517511
01425-473677
01425-614634
01722-326978
01202-482791
01202-872353
02380-842379

Fieldwork Director

Stephen Moody

01425-473677

Hon.Auditors

A. Light
A. Taylor

Representatives
CBA & Dorset Arch. Committee,
AVAS Archive/Library &
Hampshire Archaeological Committee
Ringwood & District Community Assn.
Christchurch Antiquarians
Exhibitions
Winter Programme Sec.
Newsletter
Email contact

Trevor Steptoe
Vanessa Golton
M. Tizzard
Mark Vincent, Stephen Moody
Ann Ireland
M. Vincent & Bill Atkinson
Bill Atkinson (absbilla@aol.com)

The AVAS website can be found at the following addresses:
www.avas.org.uk
www.communigate.co.uk/dorset/avas/index.phtml
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APPENDIX IV

Winter Programme ~ September 2010 - May 2011
Non-members very welcome at our meetings

Sept. 1st 2010 Not Just Headless Bodies: The Archaeology of the Weymouth
Relief Road
Speaker: Steve Wallis, Dorset County Archaeologist
Oct. 6th

and Author
Nov. 3rd
Dec. 1st

New Forest Life in the 17th Century
Speaker: Peter Roberts, Vice Chairman The New Forest Association,
Local History Researcher
Roman Glass
Speaker: Dr Denise Allen PhD, Deputy Director, Andante Travel
The Earliest Art of Western Europe
Speaker: Andrew Lawson MSc, FSA, Author `Cave Art` (Shire Archaeology

Series)
2011
Jan. 5th

Members` Evening ~ Reports, displays, presentations

Feb. 2nd

Understanding Pottery
Speaker: Lorraine Mepham, Senior Project Manager, Wessex Archaeology

March 2nd

The History and Development of the New Forest Airfields
Speaker: John Levesey, Trustee and Secretary of The Friends of the New Forest

Airfields
April 6th

Breamore: the Anglo-Saxon cemetery and other fieldwork
Speaker: David A. Hinton, Emeritus Professor of Archaeology, University of

Southampton
May 4th

Annual General Meeting

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
VENUE FOR MEETINGS:-

Ann Rose Hall, Greyfriars Community Centre, Christchurch Road,
Ringwood BH24 1DW

TIME:- 7.30pm

~

MEETING FEES:-

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION:-

Members £1.00, Visitors £3.00

Adult £10.00, Full-time Student £5.00

The Chairman, Mark Vincent 01425 473677
or The Hon Secretary, C.W.Atkinson 01722 326978

ENQUIRIES TO:-

The AVAS website can be found at
www.avas.org.uk or www.communigate.co.uk/dorset/avas/index.phtml
AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY IS A REGISTERED CHARITY NO. 289516
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